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Standardised rules and procedures at EPL
Why?

Since 2015, standardised rules and procedures at EPL for the organisation
of master theses in all engineering and computer science masters.

The objectives of the standardisation are

equal treatment of all EPL students,

generalisation of “good practices”,

optimisation of the management and of resources,

better formulation and perception of the learning outcomes,

increased visibility of the master thesis and of the educational process
at EPL towards industrial and economical actors.
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Objectives
... of the master thesis

The master thesis is

the opportunity to acquire transversal competencies not yet or only
partially developed previously,

a project aiming at solving a complex engineering problem by applying
competencies previously acquired.

These objectives are translated into learning outcomes (LO’s) derived from
the EPL competency framework.
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Learning outcomes
At the end of his(her) master thesis, the student should be able ...

1 ... to demonstrate he·she masters a body of knowledge and basic
skills in science and/or engineering sciences, bound about his/her
thesis.

2 ... to lead to completion a major, in amplitude and spent time,
engineering approach applied to the development of a product,
service or facility referred to the thesis.

3 ... to lead to completion a major, in amplitude and spent time,
research work aiming at the understanding and the contribution
to the resolution of an original scientific question of theoretical
or physical type.

LO 2 applies to theses with a major ”technological development” component.
LO 3 applies to theses with a major ”research” component.

Both are not exclusive.
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Learning outcomes
At the end of his(her) master thesis, the student should be able ...

4 ... to organise and plan the master thesis work on the basis of
allocated resources and time constraints, of security (if applicable)
and of available competencies.

5 ... to efficiently communicate both orally and in writing (in French
and/or in English) to realise the master thesis.

6 ... to take into account the societal impact of his/her master thesis
(possible economical recovery and/or ethical impact and/or
environmental and/or social impact).

LO’s are detailed in a brochure available on the EPL portal.
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Evaluation of thesis work realisation
Based on grids referring to LO’s
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Evaluation of written dissertation
Based on grids referring to LO’s
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Evaluation of oral presentation and defence
Based on grids referring to LO’s

A = excellent (> 17.2)

C = good (13.6 to 15.6)

E = sufficient (10 to 12)

NA = not applicable

B = very good (15.6 to 17.2)

D = satisfactory (12 to 13.6)

F = failed (less than 10)

Grids are available on the EPL portal.
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Evaluation
Balance between realisation, dissertation and defence

Evaluation of the acquisition of the LO’s will consist in

evaluation of the work during the year
40% of the final mark,
grid filled in by the director(s),
sent to the program commission before 1st day of examination session.

evaluation of the written dissertation
40% of the final mark,
grid filled in independently by each jury member,
sent to the program commission 2 days before the oral presentation.

evaluation of the oral presentation and defence
20% of the final mark,
grid filled in collectively by the jury.
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Steps
from year-1 to completion

The different steps of the master thesis are

the selection of the subject (and the director),

the realisation of the thesis work,

the constitution of the jury,

the writing of the dissertation,

the oral presentation and defence.
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Realisation
Thesis plan

Students first prepare and hand in a thesis plan (roadmap)

to his/her director(s) (and to program commission if requested),

1 or 2 month after starting the thesis work, typically before the end
of October (end of February for student doing 1st semester
abroad).

The plan contains the following items (not necessarily all of them):

clear statement of the objective(s),

list of targeted LO’s (especially specific ones),

context (application domain, societal impacts, ...),

proposed methods (theory, experimental tools, developments,
simulation, ...),

list of available technical (equipments, codes, ...) and human
(supervisors, and resource persons for technical aspects) resources,

first bibliographical research, including technical manuals,

first schedule of tasks with deliverables.
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Realisation
During the year

Master thesis amounts for 28 credits

= almost half year working time.
Requires

starting as soon as possible,
working constantly (regular presence in the laboratory/office, ...).

During the thesis realisation, the student is responsible for
the organisation of regular meetings with his/her director(s) (at least
every 4 to 8 weeks),

director(s) have to accept meeting within a reasonable delay (less than
2 weeks);

keeping track of his work (labelling of samples, maintaining a
laboratory notebook, backing up experimental data or software
versions, bibliographic searches, ...);

the respect of the security rules;

the respect of the intellectual property;

...
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Jury
Constitution rules

The jury constitution is mainly the responsibility of the director(s).

It is composed of

the director(s),

at least 3 persons,

at least one reader who was not directly involved in the thesis
supervision (ideally outside the research team),

maximum 5 persons, including the director(s),

at least 2 academic staff members (unless dispensation of the PC ).

Students collect and encode the jury composition and the thesis tentative
title before the end of February on the TFE application:
http://perso.uclouvain.be/vincent.legat/teaching/memo2990.php.
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Dissertation
Writing

Student should starts writing his/her dissertation as soon as possible.

Bibliographic review, experimental parts may be written early.

Plagiarism

Definition:

Appropriate a work (text or part of text, image, photo, data, idea, ...)
directed by someone else.
Use that work without specifying that it comes from someone else.
Concretely, there is plagiarism when the author does not cite sources
that are used.

Plagiarism is regarded as cheating

Tools to check plagiarism: Compilatio, ...
(see http://www.uclouvain.be/454282.html)
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Dissertation
Writing and delivery

Form, content

Proposal of table of contents and templates for the
cover available on the EPL portal (Word and LATEX)

Writing in English is encouraged but not mandatory
(French friendly).

Submission deadline and method

Dissertation should be handed in for the 1st Monday following the
opening of the examination session (June 6th or August 22nd)
Possible exceptions:

written agreement of all jury members,
exemption from the program commission.

Depending on the program commission submission may be done
electronically or on paper (ask PC).
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Oral presentation and defence
Organisation and format

Oral presentations are organised for all EPL students in principle on the
last Friday and Monday of the examination sessions

June: Fri 24th and Mon 27th + Tue 28th if necessary

September: Fri 2nd and Mon 5th

All presentations are organised in BARB rooms, with a conference-type
setting (program on posters and on EPL-TV, coffee breaks, ...).

Presentation and defence last for 35 min

20 min oral presentation by student(s),

15 min questions by jury members,

+ 5 min for transition.

Presentation can be made in English or French.
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Typical planning I
...

End September: vice-dean informs students of thesis rules and
procedures.

Mid October: reminder is sent to students concerning the thesis
plan.

End October: deadline to hand in thesis plan to director(s).

February 5th: vice-dean informs students coming back from Erasmus
stay on thesis rules and procedures.

February 1st: starts collecting infos to prepare thesis presentations
(titles, jury compositions, ...).

End February: deadline for students coming back from Erasmus to
hand in thesis plan.

End February: deadline for students to encode infos for presentations
on TFE application.
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Typical planning II
...

End April: 1st proposal of presentation time schedule.

End May: director(s) hand(s) in evaluation grids for the work during
the year (mid August for 2nd session).

Monday following the opening of examination session (June
6th): deadline for students to submit their dissertation (2nd session:
August 22nd).

2 days before presentations: jury members hand in evaluation grids
for the dissertation.

Last Friday or Monday of session (June 24th or 27th): oral
presentations and defences (2nd session: September 2nd and 5th).
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